Outstanding Cinematography For A Reality Program

Alaska: The Last Frontier
A Predator Strikes
October 14, 2018
It’s early Spring on the homestead. Otto and Charlotte defend against the homestead’s first predator attacks. Atz Lee and Jane travel to Lake Louise to catch massive lake trout. Atz Sr. renovates his new floating homestead. Eve takes on more work as husband Eivin recovers from a broken rib.

The Amazing Race
Who Wants A Rolex?
May 22, 2019
The Amazing Race makes a first ever trip to Uganda, where a massive market causes confusion and a labor intensive challenge on the shores of Lake Victoria exhausts teams before they battle in a Ugandan themed head-to-head competition ending in elimination.

The American Farm
Betting The Farm
April 04, 2019
As spring arrives, hard-working family farms across the United States gamble everything they have, fighting to stay in business, and stay together. The real-life struggle of men and women who put food on our tables begins each year by going deep in debt on new land, equipment and livestock.

American Ninja Warrior
Minneapolis City Qualifiers
July 09, 2018
American Ninja Warrior brings together men and women from all across the country, and follows them as they try to conquer the world’s toughest obstacle courses.

Beat Bobby Flay
Choc-O-Love
February 14, 2019
Food Network’s Alton Brown and Valerie Bertinelli don’t want a rocky road on the way to beating Bobby Flay. They use their chocolate expertise to decide whether acclaimed pastry chef David Lebovitz or chef-of-all-trades Ryan Scott will be able to melt the master.
Below Deck
Let Them Eat Chicken!
December 11, 2018
The aftermath of Ashton’s accident has the entire crew shaken up, especially Captain Lee. While the deck crew is on edge with a man down, Laura struggles to fall in line with her third stew role and her boss Kate. Adrian’s decision to make comforting food for the guest’s backfires.

Bong Appétit: Cook Off
PoT Chef
April 07, 2019
Music legend George Clinton brings the funk, B Real, confectioner Vanessa Lavorato and Chef Miguel Trinidad bring the weed, and Top Chef alums Dale Talde, Janine Booth & Kevin Gillespie bring infused meals in a clash of cannabis cooking novices.

Born This Way
Series Body Of Work
September 05, 2018
Cristina and Angel’s wedding date quickly approaches; A nervous Cristina reaffirms her commitment to Angel by surprising him with a gift, while Angel takes lessons on being a good husband and prepares to move in with Cristina; And finally, the big day arrives.

Castaways
Series Body Of Work
September 12, 2018
Twelve individuals are dropped alone throughout various islets in Indonesia and challenged to survive among washed-up luggage, scattered resources, and abandoned structures. The only way to leave the remote islands is to persevere long enough to be rescued or to quit.

The Challenge: War Of The Worlds
Final Destination
May 01, 2019
Two men compete in the infamous and brutal elimination, “Hall Brawl.” Players must face their worst fears during the turbulent challenge “Crash Landing” where two winning players will soar directly to the Finals. Turbo seeks vengeance on Dee and Ninja.

Chopped
Bowled Over
June 21, 2018
For the first basket, new judge Martha Stewart brings a surprise from her garden. In Round Two, the chefs make a nostalgic canned food balance with an Indian condiment in their entree bowls. The remaining two create dessert bowls made from an Italian syrup and a candied treat.
The Contender
Series Body Of Work
November 02, 2018
The final four Contenders face off in the semi-finals. One match is between season-long rivals who will finally face off, and the other is between two fighters who have built a brotherly bond. In the end, only two will move on to the finals.

Crikey! It's The Irwins
Steve's Legacy Continues
October 28, 2018
After months of training, Robert steps into his father's shoes to feed Graham - Australia Zoo's most notorious crocodile - solo, in front of the entire Crocoseum! Bindi witnesses one of nature's rarest events: Cedar the Koala has given birth to twins!

The Curse Of Oak Island
Series Body Of Work
March 05, 2019
While working to stabilize the large sinkhole surrounding borehole H8, the Oak Island team runs a dye test through borehole C1 hoping to find the elusive flood tunnel connecting Smith’s Cove to the Money Pit.

Dancing Queen
Get To Werk!
October 05, 2018
It's a new season at Beyond Belief Dance Company, and Justin's got big plans for the future. Alyssa goes all out to officiate a wedding.

Dating Around
Sarah
February 14, 2019
She's got a thing for quick wit. But will tech recruiter Sarah find a genuine connection after dinner conversation takes an unexpected turn?

Deadliest Catch
Series Body Of Work
April 09, 2019
A new boat enters Dutch Harbor and is rumored to know the spot where over a billion in king crabs are located. The rest of the fleet is left on the outside willing to do anything to get in on the score.

Death By Magic
DETROIT: Death By Audience
November 30, 2018
After delighting Motown singers with sleight of hand, Drummond lets his audience make a choice that could bring a car crashing down on his head.
**Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives**

Sandwich Showcase  
February 22, 2019

Guy Fieri's on the road for some serious sandwiches. In Austin, a rock-n-roll brunch bar adds a funky touch to meatloaf and a Monte Cristo. A Texas joint puts some '90s hip hop into their stacked up specialties. And in Pasco, Washington, a bakery serves up savory goodness.

**Dopesick Nation**

Death Rattle  
October 10, 2018

Frankie checks in on Chris, an addict who keeps lying about going to rehab; Allie undertakes a dangerous and traumatizing rescue.

**Expedition Unknown: Egypt Live**

April 07, 2019

Live from the middle of the Egyptian desert, inside a great underground tomb complex, a sealed sarcophagus may contain the identity of a mummy who has remained a mystery for 3000 years.

**F*ck That's Delicious**

New Jersey Food (Drive)  
July 07, 2018

Rap's greatest bon vivant, Action Bronson, with the help of his friends and collaborators head to New Jersey to dine at the Garden State's finest family-owned eateries.

**The First 48 Presents: Homicide Squad Atlanta**

The Cooler  
February 14, 2019

A DNA hit in the Fallen Angel murder investigation identifies a new suspect who was recently imprisoned for murder—Christopher Spencer. Lowe investigates Spencer, travels to Arkansas to speak with his family and goes to the prison where he is being held. Benton investigates the murder of a young man.

**Forged In Fire**

The Grim Reapers Scythe  
November 07, 2018

Four bladesmiths must create a slasher blade in an homage to horror films. Only two smiths survive a frightening round of tests and return home to recreate the menacing Grim Reaper's Scythe. Whose weapon will silence the competition, earning $10,000 and the title of Forged in Fire Champion?

**Haunted**

The Slaughterhouse  
October 19, 2018

Two sisters grow up scared and alone in a real life house of horrors, where their sadistic father does unspeakable things.
The Hunt For The Trump Tapes With Tom Arnold
Michael Cohen & Me
October 16, 2018
Tom makes headlines as he immerses himself in the news cycle after tweeting a selfie with Trump attorney Michael Cohen, culminating into a string of bizarre cable news appearances.

Hustle
Jammed Up
February 10, 2019
Entrepreneurial wunderkind John Henry works with Ashley Sneed of Trade Street Jams to turn her small, artisanal jam business into a profitable company with enough revenue to allow her to quit her day job.

Intervention
Family Of Addicts
May 14, 2019
John and Tom are brothers who spent their formative years working with their parents and grandparents in a successful business. While they appeared to be a close knit, hard-working family, a dark family history of drug abuse entrapped the brothers. Their mother realizes that without help, all could be lost.

Jailbirds
Dressed Into Oranges
May 10, 2019
When arrested, inmates have to change out of their outside clothes and assume the garb of Sacramento County jail. We see a first-time inmate being processed as well as an inmate who thinks she’s leaving and instead has to dress back into the orange clothes.

Just Another Immigrant
The Arrival
June 08, 2018
In the series premiere, Romesh arrives in America and immediately gets to work on the daunting task of selling out the six thousand seat Greek Theater while having no profile or connections in America. He begins to lay roots in Los Angeles when he finds friendship in an unlikely place.

Klepper
Wrestling PTSD
May 09, 2019
Jordan jumps in the ring with Valhalla, a group of military veterans who use professional wrestling to deal with their PTSD. For the guys in Valhalla, wrestling is more than a physical outlet, it’s a rally point to come together and slam their trauma--and potentially Jordan--through a table.

The Last Alaskans
Series Body Of Work
November 25, 2018
The Last Alaskans prepare for another brutal trapping season. Charlie flies over his trails to see what damage the summer’s wildfires have done. Heimo and Edna struggle to find game birds for dinner. And Tyler and his brother journey to hunt caribou while Ashley cares for their new daughter Sydney.
Life Below Zero
Series Body Of Work
January 08, 2019

Life Below Zero follows a group of Alaskans as they battle for basic necessities in the state with the lowest population. Living at the ends of the loneliest roads and subsisting off the rugged Alaskan bush, they battle whiteout snowstorms, man-eating carnivores, and limited resources through long and bitter winters.

Live PD
Episode: January 18, 2019
January 18, 2019

Salinas, CA officers responding to a man to a home break-in, deploy a taser when the suspect resists. Williamson County, TX deputies detain a driver following a K9 vehicle search that yields drug paraphernalia. Franklin County, OH deputies respond to an assault and a carjacking on the same street.

Magic For Humans
Self-Control
August 17, 2018

Justin explores the concepts of marshmallow self-control and why it’s best just to go with the flow. Plus -- free fro-yo!

MasterChef Junior
Series Body Of Work
April 16, 2019

The Top 14 young home cooks visit the great outdoors to feed hungry campers with delicious recipes that may be featured in a magazine; the losing team faces a pressure test to make a coconut cream pie with a special twist.

Mexican Dynasties
Love Is In The Air
April 02, 2019

Three dynasty families living in Mexico City have been connected to each other through a string of personal and professional relationships for decades. These families challenge stereotypes and showcase their over-the-top lifestyles, using humor and their hearts to overcome obstacles in their lives.

Nailed It!
3...2...1, Ya Done!
June 29, 2018

Three Nailed It! fan favorites return to ring in the new year witha crumbling resolution cookie and a tipsy-turvy cake with four tiers.
Naked And Afraid
Don't Let the Jungle Bugs Bite
May 12, 2019
To avoid the dangers of a rushing river, survivalists Trish and Jeremy brave a vast cave system as they battle the Colombian rainforest. Over 21 days, the jungle tests them with apex predators like venomous fer-de-lance snakes on the land, piranhas in the water and biting insects everywhere.

Nightwatch Nation
Not Today
August 23, 2018
Paramedics across the nation grapple with mortality when Austin first responders attempt to bring a cardiac-arrest patient back to life, and Baton Rouge EMT’s scramble to aid a pedestrian struck by two cars on a major highway. Yonkers EMT’s must determine the cause of a woman who has gone unresponsive.

Queer Eye
God Bless Gay
June 15, 2018
A devoutly religious woman with a gay son and a giving heart gets a new look -- and a makeover for her church's new community center.

Returning The Favor
Saving Our Veterans
November 27, 2018
Follow host Mike Rowe as he travels the country in search of remarkable people making a difference in their communities. Returning the Favor gives back to those who pay it forward with humor, heart and surprise. Because one good turn deserves another.

Ride With Norman Reedus
Scotland With Melissa McBride
February 24, 2019
Norman Reedus and Melissa McBride traverse rolling hills and castle ruins of Scotland to uncover the mysteries of Melissa’s Scottish ancestors.

RuPaul’s Drag Race
Trump: The Rusical
March 21, 2019
The queens get political in a Grease inspired musical, “Trump School For Girls.” Rachel Maddow makes a guest appearance, while Tiffany "New York” Pollard and Joel McHale guest judge.

Siesta Key
I Want Him (Without the Cheating)
March 29, 2019
Juliette turns 21-years-old, and Alex tries to buy his way back into her life with a present. Garret and Cara are at a crossroads when Garrett reveals a job opportunity that puts their relationship in jeopardy. Jared vies for Madisson, but she is still hung up on the past.
Somebody Feed Phil
Venice
July 06, 2018
In Italy, Phil devours a sublime pork chop, pilots a gondola, dines with a famous chef and marvels over gelato, aged cheese and balsamic vinegar.

Sugar Rush
Surprise!
July 13, 2018
The teams work to wow the judges with confections that bring the element of surprise. Guest judge, chef and baker Nancy Silverton.

Survivor
Series Body Of Work
September 26, 2018
Season 37 is inspired by a classic theme, David vs Goliath. A sliding puzzle algorithm leads to an improbable victory in the opening challenge. Love is in the air at one of the tribe camps and a choppy boat ride leads to a medical evacuation.

T-Pain's School Of Business
How To Be A Disruptor
October 23, 2018
T-Pain cooks up some grubs with an insect baking company, gets his privates clean as a whistle with a personal hygiene company and faces his fears on the electric vehicles of the future.

Tidying Up With Marie Kondo
Tidying With Toddlers
January 01, 2019
A harried couple with two young children find peace as they learn how to pare down playroom clutter, keep the kitchen organized and sort clothes.

Who Is America?
Episode 107
August 26, 2018
Erran Morad trains three conservative men how to infiltrate Antifa. Morad has one of them press a button that Morad says will kill a liberal that they have tagged with a tracking device. Gio Monaldo meets with O. J. Simpson and jokes with him about wanting to kill his girlfriend.

End of Category